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Takaful And Mutual Insurance Alternative Approaches To Managing Risks
Directions In Development Finance
Deals with the convergence of business and IT in the Islamic finance industry. This work contains information on the fundamentals
of Islamic finance. It is suitable for professionals working in the Islamic Finance and crossovers.
This book examines good faith in non-marine insurance and takaful (Islamic insurance) contracts in Malaysia, and proposes
holistic law reform of the same. The first two-thirds of the book comprise an extensive comparative legal analysis of the issues
between Malaysia, Australia and the United Kingdom, with the final third dedicated to a socio-economic analysis of law reform and
suggestions for law reform particularly suited to Malaysia. The book evaluates whether the duty of utmost good faith (the
cornerstone of insurance and takaful contracts) is effectively regulated and, in turn, observed by insurers (and takaful operators)
and insureds alike in Malaysia. The adequacy of the Insurance Act 1996 (Malaysia), the Takaful Act 1984 (Malaysia), the Financial
Services Act 2013 (Malaysia) and the Islamic Financial Services Act 2013 (Malaysia) is evaluated, along with the supporting
infrastructure and oversight measures introduced by the Malaysian government. In doing so, The book examines the duty of
utmost good faith from both a doctrinal and a social science perspective, in order to propose suitable legal reform.
Information about Islamic finance in European countries is usually provided by professional-style reports, offering practical data on
implementation of standardized products. However, precise developments about material legal provisions applicable to contracts
and their actual legal regime are not often detailed. In order to fill this gap, 15 researchers from across Europe contributed to this
project. They describe the state of actual Islamic finance in 10 European countries, as well as applicable EU law. By combining
legal analysis with statistical description of existing practices and social demand, this book provides an exhaustive account of the
current potential of Islamic finance in Europe.
While Saudi Arabia’s economy remains dominated by its hydrocarbons sector, several other sectors have emerged in recent
years as key propellors of economic growth. The Kingdom’s financial services industries have continued to expand steadily
despite the liquidity challenges posed by falling oil prices. Trade and investment are being treated as key priorities as the
government looks to negotiate this altered economic landscape, aiming to leverage its large population, high per capita income
and many sea and air links. The country’s capital markets sector meanwhile is poised for a period of significant growth on the
back of the opening of Tadawul to international investors in 2015 and the raft of regulatory upgrades implemented as result. The
domestic insurance industry, which remains dominated by the motor and medical segments, has enjoyed double-digit growth over
the past five years in both revenue and net profit. Elsewhere the targets outlined in Vision 2030 indicate that a period of greater
opportunity and integration is on the horizon for private players operating in core sectors such as health care, utilities, industry and
ICT.
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p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 10.0px Arial} The model of Islamic insurance policy is based on the principles of
mutual cooperation, brotherhood and solidarity. This timely volume contradicts the widely-held belief that insurance policies
oppose the teachings of Islam, exploring ways in which it coheres with Shari’ah law. The book explores Takaful, an insurance
paradigm that is in accordance with Islamic principles and suits the needs of modern Islamic economies and communities.
Guide to the key characteristics of Islamic banking highlighting how these differ from conventional banking.
Income inequality has increased considerably in the aftermath of the financial crisis of 2007†“08 to the extent that one percent of
global population possess almost half of the global assets. Whereas the development community is unanimous to tackle growing
inequality and imbalance in the distribution of wealth, there is a difference of opinion as to the approaches to achieve this goal.
This report presents a perspective from Islamic finance on how shared prosperity can be enhanced. The theoretical framework for
economic development by Islamic economics and finance is based on four fundamental pillars: (i) an institutional framework and
public policy oriented to the development objectives of Islam; (ii) prudent governance and accountable leadership; (iii) promotion of
the economic and financial system based on risk sharing; and (iv) financial and social inclusion for all, promoting development,
growth, and shared prosperity. There is evidence that Islamic finance is experiencing high growth with the banking sector leading
the way. Several countries are working seriously towards developing standards, regulation and legal frameworks for the
development of Islamic finance. However, there are a number of aspects where policy interventions or improvements in policy
effectiveness are needed to develop Islamic finance to promote shared prosperity. Without the enabling environment, Islamic
finance may not be able to attain the potential expected of it. With adequate policy interventions and enabling financial
infrastructure, Islamic finance could become a catalyst for alleviating poverty and inclusive prosperity.
A groundbreaking study of the investment portfolios of takafulcompanies, their general investment patterns, and their
futureinvestments The Islamic finance industry has witnessed remarkable growthover the last decade, and one of the most
successfulsegments—poised for even greater expansion—is theIslamic insurance (takaful) industry. In Takaful InvestmentPortfolios,
distinguished takaful scholar Abdulrahman KhalilTolefat explores the investment portfolios of takaful companies inboth the GCC
countries and Malaysia, the tip of Islamic financeindustry. Investigating the trends and patterns of investment oftakaful companies,
the book looks at shareholders as well asgeneral and family funds to determine where these companies areinvesting today, and
where they are likely to invest in thefuture. Presenting new and novel research on the investment patterns oftakaful companies,
Takaful Investment Portfolios covers thehistory of the industry and takaful models and how they work, andpresents in-depth
studies of both their real-world and desiredportfolio investments. Presents unique new research into the investment portfolios
oftakaful companies in the GCC and Malaysia Examines the gap between desired and actual investmentportfolios of takaful
companies Explores expected areas for future investment Groundbreaking in its depth, Takaful InvestmentPortfolios is an
unprecedented study of the investments oftakaful companies.
Islam encourages business and financial transactions as a way of securing the basic needs for all human beings, but these need
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to be conducted in accordance with the principles contained in the Qur’?n and Sunnah. However, these legal concepts are not
classified subject-wise, and the verses on commercial law, like all other topics, are scattered throughout the Qur’?n, making it
difficult for readers to gain a full understanding of the topic. This, therefore, is the first comprehensive book to demystify Islamic
Contract Law and specifically Islamic Financial Contracts, and to examine its roots and history. The book is written in a clear style
to allow for a greater understanding of the more challenging and misunderstood areas pertaining to Islamic business and financial
contracts. It also contributes a series of chapters which address the market niche and need, concerning Shariah compliance for
Islamic financial products and services. The book is divided into 16 chapters in order to provide a holistic and thorough overview of
Islamic law of contract. It covers the objections and misconceptions surrounding Islamic business and financial contracts. It also
includes the key features and guiding principles of Islamic law of contract and offers technical know-how, illustrating the concept of
formation of a contract, as well as the essential elements of a valid contract. The authors also offer a discussion on the system of
options under Islamic business and financial contracts and potential solutions to breach of contracts. The book will serve as a
handy reference for scholars and students of Islamic business and finance and Islamic commercial law and will also be beneficial
for practitioners as well as legal and judicial officers. It will open new doors for further research in the field of Islamic Financial
Contracts.
A comprehensive guide to current issues and practices in governance for Takaful and re-Takaful operations As the global demand
for Islamic insurance products increases, a thorough understanding of Takaful principles is vital for accountants, auditors, and
leaders of companies offering these products. This book covers the basic accounting principles and practices of Takaful
operations, including the segregation of assets, liabilities, income, and expenditures between the Takaful operator and
participants; the setting aside of cash reserves for meeting outstanding claims and future claims; and the management of revenue
and expenditure. Featuring extensive case studies from real-world situations, this book is the perfect primer for accounting
students and practitioners unfamiliar with Islamic finance and Takaful operations. Written by experts from the International Islamic
University Malaysia, the leading organisation in research in Islamic finance Covers all the major accounting principles and
practices Based on real-world experience and packed with illustrative case studies For practicing accountants and business
leaders, this book offers a thorough education in Takaful operations while also serving as an excellent guide for undergraduate
students and researchers.
Turkey could be considered the most important and leading Islamic country that has implemented the Western economic model
successfully mostly because of the modernization efforts since late Ottoman period. As a result of the secularization efforts in the
field of economy in early republican era, Muslim people in the country had to deal with non-Islamic practices that contradict with
their religious beliefs. Islamic Finance Alternatives for Emerging Economies analyzes the emergence of the Islamic financial
institutions in Turkey, by taking into account their history, their operational model, and their legal regulations in the financial field, to
discuss the future of Islamic finance. The contributors also consider the ability of Islamic financial institutions and tools to respond
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to the financial needs of Muslims.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the theory, functioning, management and legal background of the insurance
industry. Written in accessible, non-technical style, Insurance Theory and Practice begins with an examination of the insurance
concept, its guiding principles and legal rules before moving on to an analysis of the market, its players and their roles and
relationships. The model is the UK insurance market which is globally recognized and forms the basis of the insurance system in a
range of countries in the Middle East, Africa and the Caribbean as well as Australia and Canada. The book covers the underlying
ideas behind insurance transactions, together with the legal and financial principles that permit these concepts to function in the
real world. Key issues considered include: the role of the constituent parts of the insurance market the operation of both life and
general insurers with special reference to the operation of the Lloyd’s market the nature and function of reinsurers, brokers and
loss adjusters the influence of government, both in terms of market regulation and consumer protection alternatives to the
established private sector insurers, such as government schemes, Islamic insurance and alternative risk financing.
Deals with the alignment of IT and business in Insurance industry as well as the Reinsurance industry. This title introduces IT
professionals to the concepts of the Insurance and Reinsurance. It covers such topics as: Overview of Insurance; Types of
Insurance products; Overview of Reinsurance; and, Business Processes in Insurance.
A comprehensive and fully up-to-date introductory textbook to Islamic finance and banking Islamic finance and banking is being
used increasingly globally — especially in the regions of Middle East and North Africa, South East and South Asia. To cater to the
need of trained Islamic finance staff, a large number of Educational institutions are beginning to offer courses, majors and minors
in Islamic finance and banking. The major challenge faced by these institutions are suitable textbooks for both undergrad and postgrad levels and especially with the relevant instructor resources (PPTs, test bank, practice activities and answer keys). Luckily,
Fundamentals of Islamic Finance and Banking is here to cover the most important topics related to Islamic finance and banking
(IF&B) that are relevant for students of business, finance and banking. Offers an historical background of Islamic finance Covers
the principles of Sharia Law as pertinent to finance and banking Provides in-depth discussion of the six key Islamic banking
products: Murabaha, Mudaraba, Musharaka, Ijara, Salam and Istisna Discusses the Islamic insurance (Takaful) Gives an overview
of Islamic investment, especially Sukuks Concludes with the global standing of the Islamic Finance and Banking industry Would-be
colleges and universities offering this subject as a course within their finance and/or banking program can’t be without this
invaluable guide.
This book examines the intersection between contemporary International Commercial Arbitration and Shari?a law in order to
determine possible tensions that may arise between the two systems. It develops evidentiary and procedural rules under Shari?a,
as well as examining the consequences of stipulating qualifications of arbitrators based on gender and/or religion. The author
extensively analyses the prohibition against interest (riba) and uncertainty (gharar) under Shari?a and its impact on arbitration
agreements, arbitral awards and public policy. The book also explores the prohibition against riba in light of international
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conventions, such as the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. Case studies in the book
include the Asian International Arbitration Centre, formerly the Kuala Lumpur Regional Centre for Arbitration, and the International
Islamic Centre for Reconciliation and Arbitration, as well as the ‘Shari’a Standards’ developed by the Accounting and Auditing
Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions. The book will be a valuable resource for academics, students and practitioners
working in the areas of Islamic law and the Islamic finance industry.
Islamic finance is a growing part of the global financial sector. The risks faced by Islamic banks are real, and how well they
mitigate them will determine their future. This book answers questions regarding how Islamic Financial Institutions should focus on
their risk management practices and the necessary solutions and policy implementation tactics. It also analyses the risk mitigation
techniques Islamic institutions are putting to use, looking at different Islamic banks from across the world to investigate their
strategies and solutions. Among the topics discussed here are the implementation and outcomes of Basel III, practical enterprise
risk management practices, liquidity risk management, and the success story of the global takaful industry.
This edition of Monetary and Financial Statistics Manual and Compilation Guide (Manual) updates and merges into one volume
methodological and practical aspects of the compilation process of monetary statistics. The Manual is aimed at compilers and users of
monetary data, offering guidance for the collection and analytical presentation of monetary statistics. The Manual includes standardized
report forms, providing countries with a tool for compiling and reporting harmonized data for the central bank, other depository corporations,
and other financial corporations.
Islamic Business Finance is based on strong ethical regulations as suggested by Islamic Literature, such as the Quran and the Traditions of
the Prophet of Islam, and could be considered as a subclass of the wider subject of ethical standards in business. This book highlights the
basic principles of Islamic Business ethics and their implication in today’s global business environment. It highlights the most important
features of Islamic banking and finance in relation to the core principles of Shariah law. It is the most comprehensive book to date, in terms of
the number of Quranic verses and traditions of the Prophet relating to this subject, which are interspersed throughout the text. It explains how
ethics are defined both in general terms and within the context of an Islamic perspective. In addition, it provides a logical interpretation of
Islamic principles of business ethics, while keeping in view thethrough the use of contemporary business practices. Topics such as digital
currencies, money laundering, etc. are discussed at length. This book also discusses the new and emerging ethical issues faced by business
and industry globally. This book will be a valuable reference guide for students, teachers and researchers of Islamic banking and finance.
The business of reinsurance developed at the fringe of financial services and, for most of its existence, went largely unnoticed outside the
expert community. More recently, both public and professional sensitivity towards managing risks has increased and reinsurers have
emerged as authorities on global threats such as climate change and natural catastrophes. This is the first book to provide a comprehensive
historical description of this industry. It traces the global development of reinsurance from the early 19th century until today. As such it gives a
detailed account of how the nature of risk itself changed over the last 200 years. It highlights all aspects relevant in shaping the industry from
the development of risk, risk engineering and risk management, actuarial science, the financial and monetary environment, market conditions,
impacts of politics, the effects of regulatory changes, to large risks and natural catastrophes. A comprehensive introduction by the editors
highlights the different challenges and approaches to managing risk from a reinsurance perspective such as mathematical, financial, legal,
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and contractual developments, as well as the changing business models adopted. All of these are dealt with in further detail by ten
contributing authors.
Takaful is an Arabic term meaning solidarity, which is used to describe a system of Islamic insurance that functions as an alternative to
conventional insurance. Takaful, as a form of insurance, is entering a fast growing global market, promoted by the growth of the Asian
economies and economic prosperity in the Middle East. The Takaful system is based on the principle of cooperation or mutual assistance,
and is Tabarru (Voluntary), meaning that the attendant risks are spread collectively across the group of volunteers. The Takaful system is
best understood as a pact (or policy) ascribed to by a group of participants who choose to jointly guarantee themselves against loss or
damage suffered by individual signatories, as confirmed in the policy. The prediction is that Takaful will be the default choice for citizens in
Islamic countries in the near future. The combination of the system's financial efficacy, combined with principles underwritten by religious
correctness has accentuated the attractiveness of this, and similar, Islamic banking and financial products to Muslims. By examining the
Saudi insurance sector, which is a market leader in the region, this thesis delivers a brief history of insurance in general and of the Saudi
insurance legal framework in particular, and by so doing sheds light on Islamic insurance Takaful applications worldwide. It also engages in
an evaluation of insurance products available in Saudi Arabia to determine whether the facilities offered by the insurance companies
operating in the country incorporate obstacles and obstructions, which may impact on the effectiveness of governmental regulations and
supervision in relation to setting a legislative framework. This influences the extent to which the foundations for the insurance market are
secured in Saudi Arabia. The aim of the present study also leads to some suggestions and recommendations for future practice.
A practical and accessible guide to Islamic finance that helps demystify the differences with conventional banking, enabling practitioners to
develop Sharia compliant products for customers. The Islamic Finance industry is estimated to be worth $1.2 trillion and is growing globally at
over 10% per year. Mastering Islamic Finance will give practitioners an understanding of Islamic finance, from the basic techniques, through
to advanced applications. Helping to demystify and clarify the differences with conventional banking, it will enable practitioners to develop
Sharia compliant products for customers. According to Sharia law there are strict rules on how financial services and products can be
designed; in Islamic Finance money cannot make money and the subject of the finance must be an asset or a verifiable, real trade or
business activity. Sharia compliant financial instruments have been devised to enable Muslims to abide by the principles of Islam and still
make the most of their money. Mastering Islamic Finance will equip readers with an understanding of Islamic financial instruments so they
can sensibly apply them in practice. For each instrument there is a definition of the concept and how it differs from its equivalent in
conventional banking. There are also examples and case studies to highlight practical applications.
This volume highlights a vital developmental stage of Islamic Banking and Finance, focusing on regulatory aspects, regional case studies and
International Financial Crisis impacts. It aims to help decision makers identify key factors for the real, sustained development of the Islamic
Banking System, nationally, regionally and internationally.
This book provides a comprehensive account of the theory and practice of takaful, which is an Islamic alternative to insurance. The concepts
are explained using real-life case studies, calculations, and exhibits to aid in reader learning and reflection. Takaful, both as an academic
subject and as well as practice, is growing particularly in the world leading financial and learning hubs such as in the UK and the USA and
countries with large Muslim populations in Asia, Africa, and Middle East.
Considered the most authoritative single-volume reference work on Islam in the contemporary world, the German-language Der Islam in der
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Gegenwart, currently in its fifth edition, offers a wealth of authoritative information on the religious, political, social, and cultural life of Islamic
nations and of Islamic immigrant communities elsewhere. Now, Cornell University Press is making this invaluable resource accessible to
English-language readers. More current than the latest German edition on which it is based, Islam in the World Today covers a
comprehensive array of topics in concise essays by some of the world's leading experts on Islam, including: • the history of Islam from the
earliest years through the twentieth century, with particular attention to Sunni and Shi'i Islam and Islamic revival movements during the last
three centuries; • data on the advance of Islam along with current population statistics; • Muslim ideas on modern economics, on social
order, and on attempts to modernize Islamic law (shari'a) and apply it in contemporary Muslim societies; • Islam in diaspora, especially the
situation in Europe and America; • secularism, democracy, and human rights; and • women in Islam Twenty-four essays are each devoted to
a specific Muslim country or a country with significant Muslim minorities, spanning Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and the former Soviet Union.
Additional essays illuminate Islamic culture, exploring local traditions; the languages and dialects of Muslim peoples; and art, architecture,
and literature. Detailed bibliographies and indexes ensure the book's usefulness as a reference work.

A detailed look at the fast-growing Islamic banking and finance sector. Understand how Islamic financial firms develop
products; grasp the objectives and sources of Islamic law and the basic guidelines for business contracts; Learn about
Islamic fund management, sukuk, and insurance, and much more.
Islamic finance has been growing faster than conventional finance for most of the past decade. It has done this on a
model of finance that rejects interest and promotes profit sharing. How is this possible? Yet the wealth potential of Islamic
finance is far from being its most attractive feature. What is most compelling about Islamic finance are its ethical
principles and strong corporate governance based on Shariah law. This SECOND EDITION explains and updates how
conventional financial products work — from mortgages and leases to trade finance and insurance — before delving into
their Islamic versions and contains three new topics on microfinance, the ethical company and wealth successionAbout
the Authors Daud Vicary Abdullah has been in the finance and consulting industry for more than 40 years, and has
focused solely on Islamic finance since 2002. At Hong Leong Islamic Bank, he was instrumental in transforming an
Islamic banking window into a full-fledged Islamic banking subsidiary. Today, he helms INCEIF (International Centre for
Education in Islamic Finance), the global university for Islamic finance set up by Bank Negara (Central Bank of Malaysia)
in December 2005. He is also a frequent speaker and commentator on matters relating to Islamic finance. Keon Chee is
a senior executive in Singapore where he oversees the wills, trusts and corporate services businesses in his firm. He has
many years' experience in investment research, derivatives, financial training and insurance. He obtained an MBA from
Columbia University and an LL.B (Hons) from the University of London, and enjoys using his broad background in
helping clients with their estate planning needs. He is also co-author of the best-selling Make Your Money Work For You.
From the world's foremost authorities on the subject, the number-one guide to Islamic finance revised and updated for a
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post-crisis world Because it is entirely equity-based, rather than credit-based, Islamic finance is immune to the
speculative bubbles and runaway volatility typical of Western finance. Especially now, in the wake of the global financial
crisis, this has made them increasingly attractive to institutional investors, asset managers and hedge funds in search of
more stable alternatives to conventional financial products. With interest in Islamic finance swiftly spreading beyond the
Muslim world, the need among finance and investment professionals has never been greater for timely and authoritative
information about the rules governing Islamic finance. This thoroughly updated and revised second edition of the premier
guide to regulatory issues in Islamic finance satisfies that need. Addresses the need for banks to develop common
Islamic-based international accounting and auditing standards Clearly explains the key differences between Shari'ah
rulings, standardization of acceptable banking practices, and the development of standardized financial products
Explores the role of the Shari'ah Boards in establishing common rules regarding the permissibility of financial instruments
and markets Offers guidance for regulators seeking to adapt their regulatory frameworks to the needs of the fast-growing
Islamic finance sector
This book, Introduction to Islamic Banking and Finance: An Economic Analysis, covers the basic principles of Islamic
economics and finance. It discusses both the theory of Islamic economics and finance as well as the applications in the
design of instruments of finance as well as Islamic financial institutions. The book enables its readers to gain an
understanding of the structures and operations of Islamic banking, Islamic capital market investments, risk management,
and taxation for Islamic banking contracts.The book sets forth the following objectives:
Takaful, which means 'cooperative', is an insurance approach that is instrumental to providing insurance services to
Muslims and others with religious objections to aspects of conventional commercial insurance models, specifically
interest payments, uncertainty, or gambling kind of transactions.
The insurance industry has seen a recent growth in a market segment which prefers products and services that relate to
the Islamic Society and the concept of mutual cooperation in abidance with the Islamic Laws. The reason for this growth
is the existence of an alternative called as Islamic' insurance products provided by the Takaful insurance companies.
Ever since the establishment of the concept of Takaful, the Takaful providers have been capturing the market in the
Islamic community with this core competency feature in their products. There has been very little academic literature that
compares the managerial and conceptual aspects of the conventional and takaful insurers. This book, therefore,
compares 5 leading insurance/re-insurance companies in The Kingdom of Bahrain of which 2 are conventional
companies, 2 are takaful companies and one practising both types of insurance. The analysis should help us understand
how different these companies are and should be especially useful for individuals or organisations who are left with a
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choice to select either of the above two insurance providers.
This book provides an overview of the practice of Islamic finance and the historical roots that define its modes of
operation. The focus of the book is analytical and forward-looking. It shows that Islamic finance exists mainly as a form of
rent-seeking legal-arbitrage. In every aspect of finance - from personal loans to investment banking, and from market
structure to corporate governance - Islamic finance aims to replicate in Islamic forms the substantive functions of
contemporary financial instruments, markets, and institutions. By attempting to replicate the substance of contemporary
financial practice using pre-modern contract forms, Islamic finance has arguably failed to serve the objectives of Islamic
law. This book proposes refocusing Islamic finance on substance rather than form. This approach would entail
abandoning the paradigm of 'Islamization' of every financial practice. It would also entail reorienting the brand-name of
Islamic finance to emphasize issues of community banking, micro-finance, and socially responsible investment.
This work is a practical and commercial guide to the fundamental principles of Islamic finance and their application to
Islamic finance transactions. Islamic finance is a rapidly expanding, global industry and this book is designed to provide a
practical treatment of the subject. It includes discussion and analysis of the negotiation and structure involved in Islamic
finance transactions, with relevant case studies, structure diagrams and precedent material supporting the commentary
throughout. An introductory section describes the theoretical background and explains the principles (and their sources)
of Islamic law which underpin Islamic finance practices, providing an important backdrop to the work as a whole. The
work also considers the role of Shariah supervisory boards, Islamic financial institutions and the relevance of accounting
approaches. The work adopts an international perspective to reflect the pan-global nature of the industry and accepted
practices, with the aim to bring together different schools of thought applied in international Islamic finance transactions.
It also highlights any regional differences in accepted practice by reviewing the position in the Gulf states, Asia, the UK
and Europe and the USA. The second part of the book concentrates on Islamic financial law in practice and begins with a
section on financial techniques. This section explains the basic requirements for Islamic finance contracts both in terms
of the underlying asset types and also both the applicability and acceptability of the underlying asset. There is a full
discussion of the various types of contractual models such as Mudaraba (trustee finance), Musharaka (partnership or
joint venture), Murabaha (sale of goods), and Sukuk (participation securities: coupons etc). The nascent area of Takaful
(insurance) is also covered as are matters specific to the important field of project and asset finance.
Britain needs to nurture a new approach for economic success. Economic change needs to be achieved in ways that are
more inclusive in terms of society and sustainable and resilient in terms of the natural environment. One ingredient for
this is to harness innovation trends that encourage far stronger doses of economic collaboration. We call this the coPage 9/11
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operative advantage.
Unprecedented economic growth and wealth accumulation in predominately Muslim countries have prompted many
financial institutions in the US and Europe to position their investment teams across the Middle East and Asia to be
closer to the markets in which they invest, and to take advantage or asset-gathering opportunities. This growth has also
encouraged an increasing number of western industrialised countries to adopt legislation that responds to the
requirements of the Musli investment community. To be effective in these markets it is essential that professionals have
an understanding of how Shari'a legal principles are applied in the financial sector. Failure to do so exposes them and
their clients to potential financial, legal and reputational pitfalls. The Chancellor Guide to the Legal and Shari'a Aspects of
Islamic Finance is the first professional reference to focus specifically on the legal dimension of Islamic Finance. The
guide brings together nineteen Islamic Finance legal practitioners and advisers to provide a comprehensive yet practical
legal perspective on the subject. Each contributor draws on several years' hands-on experience in Islamic Finance
product development and advice to leading financial institutions to provide a real-world, contemporary assessment of the
key legal issues in Islamic Finance. The guide's hands-on approach and accessible style make it required reading for
everyone with a professional interest in Islamic Finance, be they lawyers, accountants, regulators, bankers or investors. It
is also a unique reference for academic institutions worldwide.
Financial Technology (Fintech) has revolutionized the financial world as one of the fastest-growing segments in both the
technology and financial sectors. With the usage of underlying principles of Blockchain technology, Fintech is bringing the
financial community together and making financial services accessible to everyone. Fintech has far-reaching implications
for Islamic finance such as banking, investment, insurance (takaful) and wealth management, which are benefitting from
this usage. This book provides a comprehensive review of how Fintech is shaping the Islamic finance industry through
three key aspects: Digitalization, Development and Disruption. The book will provide insight on the Shariahtech (Fintech
in line with Shariah principle) and its application in the Islamic finance industry. The book also gives an overview of
Blockchain and Fintech evolution and how they act as the building blocks of the digital financial landscape. Readers of
the book will also get a detailed discernment on the Islamic viewpoint on cryptocurrency as well as the application of the
smart contract in different Islamic financial services. The book provides students, academics and researchers with a
detailed description of the Blockchain and Fintech application in Islamic finance.
Islamic finance distinguishes itself from conventional finance with its strong emphasis on the moral consequences of
financial transactions; prohibiting interest, excessive uncertainty, and finance of harmful business. When it comes to risk
mitigation, it is unique in its risk sharing approach.
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A unique book, Islamic Asset Management combines the expertise of banks, asset managers, Shari'a scholars, service
and distribution partners to provide you with the latest, creative innovative solutions in the provision of Shari'a-compliant
investment structures. Whether you are advising retail, high net worth, corporate or sovereign investors, on equity
investments, sukuk, real estate investments, takaful and alternative investment vehicles, this book provides a
comprehensive, global examination of Islamic asset management issues with contributions from the UK, US, the Gulf and
Malaysia. Through 19 individual chapters, experts in Islamic finance and practitioners across the industry provide you
with all you need to know about: Shari'a-compliant investment guidelines Shari'a supervision Screening criteria for
Islamic equity funds Islamic indexes Islamic equities Sukuk Private equity investment Investing in real estate and leasing
funds Takaful and health insurance plans Legal and regulatory issues, investor confidence and governance Contributors
include BUPA, DIFC, Dow Jones Indexes, Ernst & Young, ICP Ltd, King & Spalding LLP, NCB, National Bank of Sharjah,
Oasis, Shamil Bank, Vinson & Elkins LLP, and Wafra. Published in association with Kuwait Finance House and National
Commercial Bank.
Islam has long been a part of the West in terms of religion, culture, politics and society. Discussing this interaction from alAndalus to the present, this Handbook explores the influence Islam has had, and continues to exert; particularly its
impact on host societies, culture and politics. Highlighting specific themes and topics in history and culture, chapters
cover: European paradigms Muslims in the Americas Cultural interactions Islamic cultural contributions to the Western
world Western contributions to Islam Providing a sound historical background, from which a nuanced overview of Islam
and Western society can be built, the Routledge Handbook of Islam in the West brings to the fore specific themes and
topics that have generated both reciprocal influence, and conflict. Presenting readers with a range of perspectives from
scholars based in Europe, the US, and the Middle East, this Handbook challenges perceptions on both western and
Muslim sides and will be an invaluable resource for policymakers and academics with an interest in the History of Islam,
Religion and the contemporary relationship between Islam and the West.
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